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Charge order and anomalous magnetism in the Na cobaltates
HENRI ALLOUL, Physique des Solides, CNRS UMR 8502, univ. Paris-Sud, 91405 ORSAY

The layered Na cobaltates have some analogies with the cuprates as 2D conductivity occurs in the CoO2 planes and doping
can be modified by changing the Na content. Also ordered magnetic phases have been evidenced, but unexpectedly for large
values of x for which one would expect a hole doping of the band insulator NaCoO2. Indeed, in the high crystal field on the
Co sites in these compounds, an ionic picture for the Co states would correspond to low spin configurations Co3+, S=0 or
Co4+, S=1/2. We shall present SQUID and 23Na and 59Co NMR data [1] taken on samples synthetized and characterized
by X ray cristallography in LLB, Saclay. We evidence that the Co charge is uniform for x=0.35 as in the hydrated super-
conducting phase. For high Na contents the samples are found to display ordered Na structures or mixtures of those, with
different x values. In pure phases isolated for specific x values, we evidence a charge disproportionation into non magnetic
Co3+ and more magnetic Co sites with an average charge of about Co3.5+, except for x=0.5 [2]. This hole delocalization and
charge order occur both for paramagnetic and AF phases [3]. NMR investigations of the dynamic susceptibilities allow us
to characterize the nature of the in plane electronic correlations in most parts of the phase diagram. Contrary to the case
of most cuprates for which dopant disorder is quite influential, the hole doping achieved in cobaltate samples is associated
with the insertion of well ordered Na planar structures. They have to be taken into account to explain theoretically the
metallicity, the magnetic properties and their evolution with doping.
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